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South Africa’s ongoing story of itself is a part of what continually reproduces
its nationhood and institutional hegemony.  The story has mostly looked
inward from formal state boundaries, which are thought to define and contain
its history, economy, politics and demography. Since 1910, ruling parties
have often laboured to narrow the story further, to conflate nationhood with
a particular classification of peoplehood and peoplehood with Party. Such
narratives have sometimes remapped the political geography, revising
territory and citizenship statuses according to ideologies of racial or ethnic
belonging. In recent years, too, zones of xenophobic purge and regulation
have been drawn in relation to party affiliation, citizenship status and
economic class. Grand pronouncements about tradition and modernity are
racialised and gendered, and pitted as oppositional codes of honour and
purity. Yet, these impulses, which have simultaneously regimented exclusions
and invented foreignness, have been waged against a backdrop of ongoing
global and regional fluidity, connection and movement. Positioned between
two oceans, at the foot of a vast continent, South Africa’s history has been
shaped fundamentally by crossings of many kinds, by sea and land, by
movements of arrival, migration, exchange, transgression, assimilation,
conflict, alchemy.

How can these realities be adequately accounted for? Eric Warby, one of
authors contributing to South Africa and India: shaping the global south,
quips that readers of this volume ‘might be excused for wondering why [it’s
diverse chapters] ought to be considered part of a common scholarly
undertaking’, and cites some of the enormous difficulties in making
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comparisons and connections between two very different Indian Ocean
subcontinents. ‘Have we inflated – or, worse – merely invented – a scholarly
agenda out of relatively thin air?’ he asks. In fact, the proliferation of
scholarship exploring connections and flows in various regions of the world
has posed an important challenge to national and ‘area studies’ traditions.
More than seeking merely to broaden the analytic lens or to identify new
frameworks for social analysis, however, the best of this scholarship is also
able to reflect critically back onto the processes through which modern
national and regional power is constituted and negotiated. Understanding
these processes is perhaps especially important in the current context of
shifting relations of global dominance and as the much-heralded decline of
the nation-state opens possibilities for asserting of new and creative forms
of political identity.

This volume brings together in book form a set of previously published
papers that address these important concerns in relation to South Africa and
India. This dyad constitutes a ‘regional unit within the international’ that
‘acquire[d] its coherence and interconnectedness from being part of the
same [British] empire’, as Datta writes (57). Empire facilitated the movement
of people – for example, indentured Indians to Natal – and furnished political
infrastructure, navigational technologies and media syndicates that also
transported cultural forms and ideas across a shared ocean. How these
connections shaped local histories and local cosmopolitanisms, and how
these then circulate back into the development of a regional and political
‘South’, is explored in fascinating ways through this collection of chapters.

The book is organised in two methodological parts, with five chapters
tracing historical connections and six chapters exploring socio-political
comparisons. Although each chapter pursues a different empirical and
analytical concern, there are numerous points that suggest the broader
questions being asked. A major theme explored by all authors is the
continual and creative (re)making of civic possibilities. One part of this
revolves around the nature of the universalisms that were historically
produced through trans-oceanic encounters, and the extent to which the
‘Africa’ side of the India-Africa question has been integrated into the
various solitaries that have been celebrated. Another part of this is concerned
with the histories and social formulations India and Africa may draw upon
as resources in their respective re-makings of regional ‘selfhood’ in the
twenty-first century.
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Not surprisingly, the figure of Gandhi – in his multiple manifestations as
printer, writer, thinker and civic agent – is a key point of connection in several
accounts. His well-known ambivalence with regard to Indo-African relations
are not, in these pages, cause for the dismissal of his relevance. On the
contrary, his ambiguities and contradictions provide occasion to consider
the complexities of a shared imperial past and to think about how his legacy
has been (and is) contingent on a collective imagination for new purposes.

For example, Isabel Hofmeyer constructs the ‘biography’ of Gandhi’s
Durban printing press as a case study demonstrating Indian Ocean port city
cosmopolitanisms produced through turn-of-the-century print cultures and
reading publics. Her focus is on the making of community, both as a set of
ideals and as material reality, and how it was formulated around the
International Printing Press, both in its early Grey Street location and the
establishment of the Phoenix settlement. Gandhi’s experimentations with
self were mirrored in his conceptions of moral community, with a utopian
anti-commercial and universalist ethics linked to communal life, disciplined
manual and intellectual labour, and unpaid contributions to the work at the
Press. The multi-lingual Southern African publics of Indian Opinion were
important to the development of Gandi’s political ontology, as was the
international composition of IPP staff.  Yet, as Hofmeyr demonstrates here,
Gandhi’s cosmopolitanism was limited in its extension to local African
people.

This observation is echoed in Pradip Kumar Datta’s exploration of the
paradoxical meanings of ‘imperial subjecthood’, a paradox that was exposed
on both sides of the ocean through the event of the Anglo-Boer war. Within
India itself, the war dramatised fissures of class, with extravagant shows of
patriotism on the part of Indian prince-elite and clergy but a general
discontent with British rule among the masses. Datta roots his discussion
of the South African Indian side of this experience in Gandhi’s participation
in the Voluntary Ambulance Service. For many Indians who were beginning
to regard this African territory as their home, voluntary service in the war on
behalf of the British served to bolster claims of local belonging at a time when
governmental measures were being mobilised against their continued
residency. The unpaid nature of Ambulance Service work, and the political
loyalty it expressed, advertised Indian expectations of the rights and
responsibilities associated with an inclusive interpretation of ‘imperial
subjecthood’. Yet, the possibilities for inclusion were defined within imperial
practices concomitant with an ideology of civilizational hierarchy (with
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Europe at the pinnacle of history). From 1885, an arsenal of discriminatory
legislation racialised and subordinated ‘Indianness’, collapsing Indian
diasporic diversity into the demeaning occupational designation ‘coolie’.
As the benefits of ‘subjecthood’ were revealed to be submerged in a
determined exercise of domination, Gandhi formulated his challenge to
empire. Yet, again, that challenge was wrought within – and therefore could
not dismantle – a temporal anthropology made up of differentially ‘advanced’
civilizations. Gandhi shared the perception of Africans as occupying a
‘lower’ position in this cultural ordering, and did not pursue local African
people as allies in the quest for citizen status. For Datta, this flags a critical
aspect of these ‘interlocking’ histories, with a warning for the present. The
survival of normative hierarchies through the period of decolonisation, he
concludes, has continued to shape a world order that designates ‘inferiority’
as a precondition of forced ‘development’.

In Goolam Vahed’s Monty Naicker, however, we see how Gandhi’s legacy
is not condemned to narrow communitarianism, but is remade and integrated
into new moments of political possibility. In the mid-twentieth century, Dr
GM ‘Monty’ Naicker championed Gandhi’s satyagraha teachings across
racial divides to challenge white rule, and the new-born platform of apartheid.
Indian mobilization for civic equality through the 1946-48 Passive Resistance
campaign, in which tented camps were erected in Durban’s public spaces to
protest the so-called Ghetto Bill, was remarkable in the face of the white
‘thuggery’ it was met with. Yet it was unsustainable: with time, there was
depletion in the number of participants willing or able to commit. More
importantly, the victory of the National Party in 1948 called for new strategies,
including coalition building between Gandhians and Communists. The
‘Doctor’s Pact’, which Naicker signed with Dadoo and Xuma, represented
a cross-racial alliance, a commitment that was galvanised in the wake of the
murderous racial violence of the 1949 ‘riots’. Meeting with Gandhi himself
in India in 1947, along with letters of support from him, inspired Monty
Naicker but he remained responsive to his immediate context. In the Defiance
Campaign of 1952 and subsequent activism, Monty Naicker’s principled
non-violence met with its most important ally in Chief Albert Luthuli. As
Vahed explains, the awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize to Luthuli was a
vindicating moment for Naicker, both in terms of Gandhian principles and his
cross-racial politics. While strategies of non-violent protest in South Africa
were doomed, the reasons levelled by Mandela and others for putting it aside
as ‘failed’, and no longer relevant in the face of a violent regime, are to this
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day matters of strategic and historical debate, particularly as the problematic
legacies of the MK external mission are becoming more apparent in current
ANC party politics.

Against this backdrop and other dilemmas in post-colonial Africa, Crain
Soudien raises possibilities about a new relevance for Gandhi as a
philosophical ‘resource’.  Soudien specifically revisits Gandhi’s posture of
experimentation of self and community to explore its promise for Africa in the
ontological processes of ‘restoration’ or ‘remaking’, following the deep
losses and humiliations of colonisation. The conception of ‘renaissance’
that Soudien proposes in his title is emphatically forward-looking.  In this
sense, an African renaissance holds possibility for avoiding the historic
pitfalls of, on the one hand, a reactionary conception of ‘return’ based on
a belief in cultural or racial ‘essence’ and, on the other, a bolstering of
regional ‘self’ through familiar civilizational hierarchies or a politics of
revenge. Thabo Mbeki appears here as one of very few South African
politicians paying attention to, and creatively trying to meet, some of the
challenges that colonial modernity has presented to Africa (Soudien sees
Mbeki, in this regard, as Nehru’s heir). Can a philosophical reading of
Gandhian experimentation with ‘self’, that explores reminiscences in the
search for something new, assist in the formation of a new Africa? We should
not, Soudien says, be searching for a unitary identity or identity politics.
Rather, our faith should be grounded in the multiple and informal everyday
experiences of people, instances in which complexity is navigated. It is here
we will find evidence that ‘experiments with the present’ are already being
engaged around us. Such agency falls into a post-structuralist conception
of a ‘third space’, neither traditional nor modern but rather perpetually at the
brink of new meanings. It is here, in that space, that Soudien sees parallels
with Gandhi’s rejection of an Indian historiography that was deterministic,
formal, purist, heroic, and masculinist. In this sense, renaissance can be seen
all around us in a form we must learn to recognise and engage.

Readers will find much more in this book to stimulate new ways of thinking
about the changing nature of civic possibilities. Several of the chapters
explore such change through comparisons: of democratic formations and
practices, of socialist visions and of migrant labour. Some authors draw us
into a more personal frame of reference, showing how movement across the
ocean created important, if ‘uneasy’, possibilities for the remaking of self
and identity. Pamela Gupta’s story of Goan migrants highlights points of
contact between African-Mozambican and Goan Portuguese encounters
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through sexuality and marriage. However, these integrations also represent
a part of the broader (but seemingly productive) ‘disquiet’ that she portrays
in relation to Mozambican Goan identities, characterised by a tension
between ‘longing and belonging’. Jon Hyslop’s account of laskars reveals
limitations in the formal mechanisms of colonial control. It shows how men
from India, Africa and Britain made geographically and socially mobile lives
for themselves by taking advantage of the transport and financial benefits
of sailoring in the age of steam, though also pointing to key limits in class
solidarities.

South Africa and India: Shaping the Global South showcases some of
the scholarship coming out of the Centre of Indian Studies in Africa (CISA),
a Wits-based interdisciplinary research unit established in 2008, with funding
from the Indian government.  India’s emerging status as a superpower which,
along with China, is looking to Africa for the expansion of its economic
interests and political influence, is one case for the relevance of this critical
historical and comparatives scholarship. As India’s importance as a BRICS
nation grows, understanding the nature of its linkages to southern Africa
becomes more crucial. From another angle, transnational connections and
legacies provide a counterpoint to voices in South Africa seeking to narrow
the interpretations of ‘authentic’ local belonging.




